Reduce Your Surface’s
Maintenance Requirements
O

n top of taking care of your play equipment itself, you also
need to maintain your safety surface to ensure it is providing adequate protection.
Q: WE USE ENGINEERED WOOD FIBER BENEATH OUR PLAYGROUND EQUIPMENT
TO PROTECT CHILDREN FROM FALLS. WHAT SHOULD WE KNOW ABOUT MAINTAINING THIS TYPE OF SURFACE?

A: As you inspect your playground, you should also inspect your
playground safety surface on a daily basis. Remove foreign
objects like tree branches and garbage. On a weekly basis, you
should rake the fiber to ensure the surface is level, and the
depth is sufficient throughout the playground.
On a monthly basis, you should check the depth of the wood
fiber, and add more material as necessary.
It can be helpful to use markings on the
supports of your play structure to indicate
the proper depth.
Q: WE REGULARLY RAKE THE WOOD FIBER BACK INTO
PLACE, BUT FIND THAT IN CERTAIN AREAS, WE CAN’T
KEEP UP WITH ACTIVE KIDS. IS THERE A WAY TO
MAKE THESE AREAS SAFER BETWEEN SCHEDULED
MAINTENANCE?
A: Even a couple of hours after you’ve
raked material back into place, children at
play can redistribute it, which makes areas
like swings and slides less safe than they
could be. A wear mat installed beneath
swings and at slide run-outs can prevent
this problem. Designed specifically for
these areas, these mats complement your
safety surface to provide more lasting protection, by eliminating kick-out.
They also have the added benefit of
maintaining a level, even surface, which is
key to ensuring your play equipment is
accessible.
Q: IS THERE ANYTHING ELSE WE SHOULD BE AWARE
OF?
A: Be careful when assessing your options.
Wear mats that are partially or fully
buried do not preserve adequate fall protection, and cannot maintain a level surface, which will make your play equipment less accessible.
Be sure to choose a wear mat that is
designed to go on top of the engineered
wood fiber. The mat should trap the wood
fiber beneath, and mat edges should be
beveled so as not to create a trip hazard.
When installed this way, these mats can
preserve the fall protection in these critical
areas.
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